MOST SIGNIFICANT CASES THREATENED BY NICK KOSTOVIC BIOLOGICAL ELECTRICITY

The next case was the patient Mr. Abel Galletti who suffered from ALS, type Berbery. The medical experts from UCLA, CA, found the increased CO2 in the lungs at the level of forty-three points. The prognoses were poor. They spoke about just few weeks of life because CO2 the level could increase and cause suffocation. The therapy by the NK biological electricity rescued him and he is still alive. It was in the January of year 2002.

The technique by elementary beams of NK biological electricity was performed. The blood vessels of the lungs were cleansed of colorless, sticky layers of compressed mucous. After six months of treatments (180 treatments) of fifty minutes per session, the CO2 was lowered to a normal level of twenty-eight to thirty. By treating the throat, nodules on the vocal cords were strengthened, thus recovering speech, rejuvenating tissues of the esophagus, and restoring the ability to swallow. The head was straightened to its normal vertical position by treating the neck's muscles. The arms and legs were restored from having been atrophied and paralyzed, thus making the arms, legs, and fingers mobile. It is well known that in the regard to ALS, there is an aggressive “dying off” of active brain nerve cells. The only way to stop this “dying off” in all functions of the body was to strike the source of the damaged areas in the brain with elementary needles of energetic acupuncture. The passive brain nerve cells in damaged areas were awakened by a form of different energetic vibration, and the passive brain nerve cells were converted into new, active brain nerve cells. The patient survived, ALS-Berbery type for the first time ever.

Ms. Shimcu Kazuko suffered from ALS. The therapy by NK biological electricity was performed on the head, legs and arms.

It is important to point out that a human body hairs attract the elementary biochemical charges from nature, transferring the energy directly into the central nervous system by the form of different energetic vibrations. Through human body hairs and skin these attracted elementary biochemical charges transfer and lead a complex, gossamer energy. They synthesize with the active brain nerve cells, and for the first time, they make a fusion in the passive brain nerve cells. The fusion stimulates, nourishes, strengthens, and invigorates the active and passive brain nerve cells. The passive brain nerve cells are converted into new active brain nerve cells. As a result, the vast amount of recently energized passive nerve cells will replace dead inactive brain nerve cells in the damaged zones that have already experienced neuron loss and impairment of neuron function. The therapist massages the head, releasing the NK biological electricity into a powerful form of different energetic vibration through human body hairs. This is a powerful process in which very bright white spots (either small or big) consisting of fractions of two concentric cycles spin round and round very fast throughout the brain.

Ms. Kazuko gained significant improvement in a mobility, and quality of life highly improved. This was accomplished with no any side effect and without harming a healthy cells.
The case of MS is following:

Ms. Sonia Kardos suffered from an extremely progressive type of multiple sclerosis. After nine weeks of treatments, the patient has been completely recovered to normal. As well known, MS disorder is caused by inflammation of the myelin sheath, which causes impairment and a decline of motor neuron function. Gradually, the muscular system becomes paralyzed, diminishing the patient’s mobility. Using the same technique of intensive therapy by K-BTE, legs and arms muscle impairment was reversed and mobility was restored. In addition, the blood circulation and the warm returned to these areas. Reflexes were again active. This improvement was accomplished by regenerating active and awakening passive brain nerve cells. The damaged areas of the brain and spine cord were struck by NK biological electricity, and the sources of MS disease were destroyed with no any side effects.

NEW BIO ENERGETIC PHYSICAL THERAPY BY NICK KOSTOVIC BIOLOGICAL ELECTRICITY

After penicillin had been discovered in 19th century by Alexander Fleming, the next biggest discovery happened in the end of 20th century, when Nick Kostovic, author of the book “Universe God’s Jewel”, invented NK biological electricity. His work will also be reviewed in Canada, Europe, Russia and China. The new bio-energetic physical therapy performed by NK biological electricity will spread through the world, it is not doubt about that. After the results achieved in healing of the brain cancer in Dr. Duffy office in Northridge, Ca, Dr. William T. Duffy from California had given the statement: this brilliant new technique performed by NK biological electricity sooner or later will be recognized in USA.

The NK biological electricity is an energy able to penetrate through any physical organ, such as brain, pancreas, liver, lungs, heart, blood vessels, bones etc., without any side effects. It has a huge disruptive power to destroy and disperse sick piles and diseased tissue in any physical organ and blood vessels, without harming the healthy cells. While cleaning the tissue NK biological electricity opening the room for simultaneously stimulated healthy cells, without any side effects.

This is an absolutely new methodology because we managed to use very powerful (from any voltage) electricity which is converted in NK biological electricity that will be used in new bio-energetic physical therapy. Advantage of this new methodology with NK biological electricity is an ability to strike and destroy any sick area in any physical organ in human body, without harming healthy cells and without any side effects. Simultaneously NK biological electricity stimulates new healthy cells to regain muscles of the diseased tissue.

The NK biological electricity has no limitations or difficulties in the healing procedure of most neurological disorders, such as ALS, MS, neuropathy, Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s disease, diabetes type 1 and 2, different types of cancer, traumatic brain injuries, heart attacks, strokes etc.
The use of NK biological electricity in future in the case of cancer’s patients it will give these results for the people of USA:

According to the official statistic available in USA, every day more than fifteen hundred people die from different types of cancer. This new bio-energetic physical therapy with NK biological electricity is capable to rescue at least one thousand lives daily without any side effects.

The BTE equipment generates a wireless transfer of the biological electric energy through two energetic fields. This energy is controlled from gradual low to high voltage charges from the basic electric energy source. The BTE–Biotechnological Energizer–uses ice as a passive source of energy, and as a result the BTE slows down the current of electron particles and transfers these electrons into the two fields of energy. The transfer of NK biological electricity in the first field of energy–where the patient sits with a hand on the unit–is carried out by biological agents, “values of different energetic conductors.” The second field of energy is on the floor and is a much stronger force than is experienced in everyday life. It enables the therapist to become the conductor of biological electric energy. This means that the therapist stands in a second energetic field, accumulates energy, than converts it into biological electricity. The patient experiences the first energy field through his hands, while the second field of energy is released by the therapist who holds in his hands a biological or mineral agent “values of different energetic conductors.”

Although the fields of the therapist and patient are both utilized, the patient alone cannot create NK biological electricity. The process of transfer begins the moment the therapist enters the second energy field and becomes the conductor of NK biological electricity. The therapist releases and transfers the produced NK biological electricity by touching the patient, thus enabling the patient to obtain energy from his own field (the first energy field). As a result, the currents of the two directions of NK biological electricity are being acquired by attracting each other from opposite fields. This also means that the current of NK biological electricity is attracted from opposite directions and fuses them with cells to any part of the organism. The cells are stimulated and nourished with new elementary biochemical links and energy. Simultaneously, the two separate energies are being fused in the form of NK biological electricity which coalesces with the weakened cells of the sick organism, restoring them to their natural vitality. Also in this process, the NK biological electricity in the form of elementary needles of energetic acupuncture or elementary beams of NK biological electricity penetrates into the patient’s diseased tissues. Thus NK biological electricity destroys the causes of neurodegenerative diseases and cancers, without any side effect, as well as dissolves and cleans biological-chemical toxic gases and radioactive radiation in the human body.

For the past thirty years, I have conducted research on the effects of neurological disorders, different types of cancer, and traumatic brain injuries on human beings and spent the last fifteen years working on several projects in connection with new bioenergetic physical therapy. The purpose of the therapy was to discover how to stimulate
and eventually heal the central nervous system by awaking the billions of passive brain nerve cells and strengthening the active brain nerve cells. The results of these experiences have led me to construct this BTE equipment, which enables the therapist to create and transmit energy in the form of NK biological electricity into the patient via the body of the therapist. In this fashion, the therapist becomes the instrument that conducts, acquires, and transfers energy in the form of NK biological electricity. For information’s sake, all of the transferred energies in the form of NK biological electricity are absolutely controlled from weak charges graduating to very strong charges.

The biological energy, a form of NK biological electricity that transpires through the body of the therapist, is completely healthy. NK Biological electricity is further transferred and so it penetrates in the organism of the patient to the particular spot in the brain or any other affected organ. This is a process of regeneration by energetic biochemical links where stimulated and nourished cells of the central nervous system and all other physical organs are strengthened, restored, rebuilt, and invigorated, returning them to their natural vitality. Thus the created NK biological electricity is channeled from the therapist’s fingers to the patient by means of biological and mineral agents, objects the therapist holds in his hands. The biological and mineral agents are referred to as “values of different energetic conductors.” Through the fingers of the therapist (who massages the patient), the NK biological electric energy is released from the biological and mineral agents “values of different energetic conductors,” so it is transferred into the patient’s physical organs. The NK biological electricity is converted either into the form of different energetic vibrations, elementary needles of the energetic acupuncture, or elementary beams of biological electricity.

The human body hair and skin are especially powerful energetic conductors. It is able to transfer elementary needles of energetic acupuncture, a form of the NK biological electricity, penetrating deep into the diseased tissue of the patient. Elementary needles of energetic acupuncture have a tremendous destructive power, specifically eliminating the different causes of neurological disorders different types of cancer, and traumatic brain injuries without any side effect. In this fashion, we have proved that human body hairs and skin are energetic channels able to attract and release NK biological electricity in the form of elementary needles of energetic acupuncture. Through this process of destroying the causes of various neurological disorders, and different types of cancer it is possible to determine their sources and precisely strike them by help of the elementary needles of energetic acupuncture. The elementary needles of energetic acupuncture penetrate deep into the specific area of the central nervous system, revealing the damaged areas. The painful and damaged areas are the source of disorders and now can be effectively treated. Thus the patient and the therapist are able to detect the pain on the particular area and reveal the source and the origination of illness. It is also important to note that a healing process of the immune system is taking place. The central nervous system is being invigorated; the cells are stimulated by energy and nourished by new energetic biochemical links, reverted to their normal neuron function. Gradually, new neurons that are responsible for the function of motor neurons will proliferate. Motor neurons control memory, intelligence, body movements, mobility control, speech, etc.
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